Minnesota Natural Resource Atlas - Northeast Region

Add and Manage Data
Data is added and managed using the Map layers tab on the Options Menu. The default map settings have
the Counties data layer open when the Mapping Tool is opened.

To add a data layer, click on the Add layers button. It will open the Available Layers window. The window can
be moved by placing the mouse cursor in the white banner at the top of the window, clicking and holding the
left mouse button, and moving the mouse in the direction you want.

When the Available Layers window is initially opened, all of the layers are listed. You can search for layers by
scrolling through the entire list, selecting a Category to see a subset of layers, or typing a word or phrase into
the Search box to see a subset of layers. The Search function reviews data names and metadata content. You
can apply your search to all categories or a specific category.

To get information on a particular data layer, you can click the
icon. That will open a window with a brief
description of the data layer. If you need more information, clicking on the More Information button at the
bottom of that window will take you to the web page in the Data Catalog that is dedicated to that layer. It has
more detailed information and, if available, provides access to metadata and a downloadable version of the
layer.

To open a data layer in the Mapping Tool, simply click on the layer of interest within the Available Layers
window. It is automatically added to the Active layers. Clicking again on the layer of interest in the Available
Layers window will remove it from the Active layers. Click on the Legend button to view the legend.

Layers on the top of the Active layers list will be drawn on top of layers at the bottom of the list. Notice how
Cities, Townships, & Unorg. Terr. is obscures Infested Waters when it is added.

You can change the order of the layers by clicking and holding the left mouse button on a specific layer bar in
the Active layers window and moving that layer into a different position.

There are more adjustments you can make to improve visibility. Check the Show the opacity adjustment
controls box. That allows you to change the opacity of the different layers. The default is 70%.

By increasing the opacity of the Infested Waters and decreasing the opacity of the Cities, Townships, &
Unorg. Terr., the visibility of the Infested Waters layer can be improved.

In the Active layers window, each data layer bar has up to five icons on it.

This icon makes a layer visible or invisible in the map while keeping it in the Active layers.
This icon directs you to information about the layer.
This Funnel icon indicates that the layer features can be filtered by their size and/or their attributes.
This Graph icon indicates that analysis can be performed on the layer. See the Analyze tutorial for more
information.
This icon removes a layer from the map and the Active layers.

To view a subset of the data in a layer, click on the Funnel icon to open the Filter window. Choose whether to
filter on size, attribute or both. Set the filters and click the Apply Filter button. Note that not all layers can be
filtered by attribute.

After filtering, only the portion of the waters that meet the filter criteria remain visible. Notice that the filter is
now solid green, indicating that a filter is in place.

To remove a filter, click on the Funnel icon again and click the Remove Filter button at the bottom of the
window.

If you click on the map, the attribute data associated with that particular location for every active layer is
displayed in the bottom right corner of the Mapping Tool. Attribute data is character or numeric information
that is included with a spatial data set. Think of it as a spreadsheet that is linked to the map. Some data layers
have extensive attribute data, others have very little.

Some of the layers are a specific format called a raster or a grid. They are grids of squares and each square has
one value (usually a number) associated with it. Each value is represented by a different color on the map and
has a unique, associated class. To determine what that class is, you can click on a square, check the attribute
data to find the value, and match that value to a class in the legend. In the scenario below, the selected square
value is 103 and is classified as Lakes, Ponds, and Rivers.

Those are the basic procedures for adding and managing data.

